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Building Sustainability and Environmental
Considerations Into Property Valuation:
Understanding the valuer's approach to
sustainability
An RICS CPD Foundation Seminar (October 16th, 2018)
Presented at The Studio, Birmingham by -

Professor Erik Bichard:
University of Salford and
Co-Founder of RealWorth

RealWorth Helps to Create Places
Which…
• Provide social and environmental value
– Increasing equality
– Reducing environmental decay

• By…
– Thinking, valuing, measuring and accounting
differently
– Putting a price on social and environmental
change
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Social & Environmental Value?

Crime & Education
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Employment & The Environment

Health & Wellbeing
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Where is the Sustainable Value in Development?

An Ideal View of Development?
Affordable housing

Climate Change
Environmental

Social

Crime
Investment

Financial
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The Current View?
Affordable housing

Climate Change
Environmental

Social

Crime
Financial
Investment

Today’s Focus:
Low Carbon / Renewables…

BedZED – London, UK
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Needs Shifting To:
Integrated Sustainable Development

Western Harbour – Malmo, Sweden

RSA Inclusive Growth
Commission (2017)
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Creating Places to Generate
Inclusive Growth
• ‘Inclusive growth is economic growth that creates
opportunity for all segments of the population and
distributes the dividends of increased prosperity, both
in monetary and non-monetary terms, fairly across
society’ (OECD).
•
•
•
•

Place-based investment
Stakeholder-informed design
Predicted monetised benefits
Long-term post-completion evaluation

GLA London Plan: Good Growth
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Unsustainable Things are Expensive…
• Rejection of high
crime, unemployment,
unhappy tenants, bleak
grey streetscapes,
worsening levels of
health and educational
attainment, and
blighted
neighbourhoods
• False economy not to
invest in sustainable
value

All impacts on people have a monetary value
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Valuation Tools; Making the Invisible, Visible…
Established, Readily Available Techniques:





Social Return on Investment - to assess the social
impacts and benefits provided
Ecosystem Services Analysis - to assess the
value of natural landscapes and land-uses created
Wellbeing analysis – a assess how people feel
Life Cycle Assessment - to assess and compare
materials used

“Enough Precision for the Decision”

People’s Experiences Matter

• Widely consult and actively
listen at the outset
• Set expectation in simple measurable terms
• Continue during design and delivery phases
• Maintain quality dialogue after completion
• Feedback and report on actual results
• Take action to improve
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Combined With Metrics from Publicly
Available Sources…
• Socio-economic and demographics
• Government, QUANGO and
Professional sources
• Academics research
• Case study precedents
• Bespoke calculations
• Existing monetised databases (TEEB,
HACT etc.)
• Etc.

…and Precedents from Other
Places
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Sustainable Return on Investment Methodology

The Social Return on Investment Process
Scope / Key
Stakeholders

List Inputs,
Count Outputs
and Map
Outcomes

Value Outcomes
(indicators
and proxies)

Download the SVUK Guide:
http://socialvalueuk.org/resource/a-guide-tosocial-return-on-investment-2012/

Assurance

Calculate
NPV and ROI

Establish
impact:
present
value after
adjustments
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The Social Value UK Impact Map

Key Elements of a SuROI Study (1)

• Stakeholders
• Outcomes
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Key Elements of a SuROI Study (2)
• Indicators
• Proxy Values

Adjustments
• Deadweight
• Attribution
• Displacement
• Drop-off
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What Does It Tell Us? …

Interim Summary (1)
Value category
Crime
Health
Ecosystem services
Education / training
Employment
Wellbeing
Other
Totals

Total
Cumulative value
5,571,412
3,444,620
733,780
59,259
31,959,234
33,850,292
0
75,618,598

%
7.4%
4.6%
1.0%
0.1%
42.3%
44.8%
0.0%
100%
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Interim Summary (2)

For every £ invested, the local economy will
receive £5.3 in return
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Credibility & Support….

Credibility…
RICS Foundation Trust
Research Prize…
Combining social and
environmental valuation
techniques to understand
the monetary value of
social and environmental
change in the built
environment
Read More
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Support…
Part of an Accredited Network
Guiding Principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Involve stakeholders
Understand what changes
Value things that matter
Only include what is material
Do not over-claim
Be transparent
Verify the results

Become an individual or organisational
member by emailing info@socialvalueuk.org

Who is the Audience?
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Why Do Sustainable Return on
Investment?
• Evaluating projects and programmes
• Forecasting and scenario modelling of
designs
• Evidencing Grants & Loans
• Compliance with the Public Services
(Social Value) Act 2012
• Complements traditional valuation
methods (FROI, etc)

Providing a Platform for Creative
Debate and Evidence
To Influence and Convince:
• Politicians - to commit resources to social and
environmental aspects a project or programme,
particularly in deprived areas because they can show
how they made the decision
• Funders - to invest or renew investment because they
have confidence in the scheme
• Procurement officers & regulators - to grant
permission for a project because they can see the
value for money
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Designers
• Helps produce maximum social and
environmental value from designs
• Creates structured framework for
creative thinking & discussion between
stakeholders
• Evidences and supports proposals (eg.
investment and planning cases)
• “Real Time” option comparison and
appraisal

Developers & Investors
• Offers evidence for range of
interventions
• Supports investment cases
• Convinces public sector landowners to
invite development/drop land prices
• Potential lever for ‘gap’ funding (Social
Impact Bonds)
• Post occupancy performance
measurement
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Local / National Government &
Agencies
• Justifies long-term public expenditure by
understanding return on investment
• Extracts maximum social and
environmental value from projects
• Provides financial basis for
public/private partnerships
• Help to decide best value applications,
or grounds for refusal

Third Sector Organisations and
Donors
• Supporting evidence for new or repeat
funding
• Reporting sustainability accounts to
stakeholders
• Impact evaluation
• Mechanism for continuing
partnership/contract with those affected
by development
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Projects to Date
•

Plus Dane Housing and City West Housing Trust

•

Broughton Trust/Big Lottery Irwell Valley Sustainable
Communities Evaluation

•

WSP and Erith Group (Fleet Building)

•

RICS Research Trust

•

White Architects (Salford House 4 Life)

•

Vinnova HAI Project, Sweden

•

U+I: Valuation of Development Portfolio and bid team member
(Mayfield, Manchester, Castle House Sheffield)

•

Trowers & Hamlins Real Value Report

•

Beijing Construction: Social Value of Middlewood Locks, Salford
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A Case Study

The Sheffield Digital Incubator
at Castle House, Sheffield
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Castlegate, Sheffield

Castle House (1)
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Castle House (2)

Castle House (3)
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Castle House (4)

History
• Completed in 1964
• Designed by G S Hay with a blind wall to
the first and second sales floors (inspired
by the Sears Roebuck, Chicago
• Empty since 2008 apart from a few art
installations
• Grade II Listed for being one of first
department stores to use blind walls to
increase display space, suspended ceilings
and period interiors.
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Castle House Interiors
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Use Proposal
• a street food market, leisure and retail concept;
• a variety of open desk co-working and growon office spaces (Central Research Labs);
• Music and Arts College and auditorium
• Software and digital development (AI and VR)
accelerator
• Metals and health technology makers space

Social Indicators in Sheffield
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Identifying Stakeholders
• Preliminary predictive study carried out
to assist designers
• Identification of interviewees at next
stage
• This will include visitors to area, potential
occupants and local officials.

Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Community
Residents
Employees
Business Tenants
Students
Apprentices
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Outcomes: Crime
• Reduced probability of criminal activity
owing to increase in employee income
and/or transition from unemployment
• Fewer burglaries
• Fewer car thefts

Outcomes: Health
• People eat healthier food
• Avoided health costs associated with
moving from unemployment to a job
• Avoided mental health problems
because of secure business situation
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Outcomes: Wellbeing
• People feel better about their neighbourhood
because of the new development
• People less worried about criminal activity
because of more activity
• People are more confident because they are
pleased with their job/achievements
• Lower rents means people feel more in control
• People enjoy attending arts events
• People have more self-esteem due to employment

Outcomes: Training & Skills

• Training leads to the potential of a
permanent job and increased income
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Outcomes: Employment
• Reduction in unemployment benefit
• Increase in income tax and national
insurance
• Reduction in start-up failure rate leads to
continuance in good income
• Uplift from unemployment/training to a job
• Start-up/relocation are more productive
• Creation of new skilled jobs

Outcomes: Ecosystems/Green Space
• Carbon savings from energy-efficient
buildings
• Carbon savings from low waste
construction and operation
• Water savings from green roofs
• Wellbeing from people enjoying more
green features in and around the building
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Some Examples of
Sustainable Value: Crime
Outcomes

Indicators

Proxy Values

Quantity

Year 1
Sustainable
Value

Less likely to
cause crime
with job

Cost of crime
(£3,376)

£203 (6%)

306

£20,810

Reduced
criminal
activity
because of
more people in
area

People worry
less about
crime

£11,873

35,000

£1,039,000

Some Examples of
Sustainable Value: Health
Outcomes

Indicators

Proxy Values

Quantity

Year 1
Sustainable
Value

People feel less Less treatment
anxious
for mental
because they
health
have a secure
job

£3,300

306

£252,000

People are
healthier
because they
have a job

£254

306

£19,000

Cost of visiting
the family
doctor
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Some Examples of Sustainable
Value: Wellbeing
Outcomes

Indicators

Feeling good
because
business is
more likely to
survive
Confidence
from learning
on the job

Proxy Values

Quantity

Year 1
Sustainable
Value

Wellbeing from £5,760
being selfemployment

306

£440,000

Welling from
being in
vocational
training

24

£8,193

£1,019

Some Examples of Sustainable
Value: Training & Skills
Outcomes

Indicators

Training leads
Percentage of
to the potential job in
for a good job
hospitality
sector

Proxy Values

Quantity

Year 1
Sustainable
Value

£17,500

24

£141,000
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Some Examples of Sustainable
Value: Employment
Outcomes

Indicators

Proxy Values

Quantity

Year 1
Sustainable
Value

Improved
productivity
through coworking

Increased
Gross Value
Added (GVA)

£7,863

750

£1,580,000

£25,111

24

£202,000

306

£5,640,000

Reduced
Job Seekers
benefit claims Allowance
by
Unemployed
food court staff
Creation of
skilled jobs

Number of jobs £55,000

Some Examples of Sustainable Value:
Ecosystems and Green Space

Outcomes

Indicators

Carbon savings Tonnes of
due to
carbon saved
enhanced build
design

Proxy Values

Quantity

Gross
Sustainable
Value

£108

176

£20,000
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Preliminary results (1)

Total
Value
14,622,000
9,796,000
701,000
191,000
186,000
146,000
49,000
25,691,000

Value by Factor
Employment
Wellbeing
Local Economy
Ecosystem services
Education / training
Crime
Health
Totals

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

%
56.9%
38.1%
2.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%
0.2%
100%

Preliminary results (2)

Value by Stakeholder
Business Tenants
Visitors
Wider Local Community
Residents In Castle House
Employees
Students
Global Citizens
Construction Apprentice
Totals

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Total
Value
19,125,000
2,549,000
1,845,000
1,108,000
589,000
271,000
191,000
12,000
25,690,000

%
74.4%
9.9%
7.2%
4.3%
2.3%
1.1%
0.7%
0.0%
100%
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Preliminary results (3)

Sustainable Return on
Investment
• The Investment Value is £8,000,000
• The Net Present Sustainable Value is
£25,700,000
• This means that the Sustainable Return on
investment is 1:3.2
• Or, for every £1 invested in the project, £3.20 of
sustainable value is generated back into the
economy
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Questions and Discussion

Red Book Valuation Guidance (1)
• Section VPS5 states that it is mandatory for the
valuer to fully describe their thought
processes, the method of valuation that they
use, and any other information that has
influenced their report.
• Reliance upon comparable information and the
strength of evidence
• Some may feel that subjective evidence about
how people feel about their lives may not pass
this test.
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Red Book Valuation Guidance (1)
• Section VPS5 also allows the valuer to
introduce other factors that are not common
to traditional valuations such as societal
value.
• But…it is not permitted to make
unconsidered assumptions
• Consequently it is understandable that time
constraints or unfamiliarity lead to the
avoidance of making unsubstantiated or
under-evidenced assertions about a particular
issue.

Sustainability and Commercial
Property Valuation’ (RICS, 2013)
• States that the surveyor must consider
sustainability in the valuation.
• It notes that ‘sustainability encompasses a
wide range of physical, social,
environmental and economic factors that
can impact on value’
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Other RICS Guidance
• Local Authority Asset Management No.7
Disposal of Land at Less Than Best
Consideration’ (RICS, 2011) and ‘Public Sector
Property Asset Management Guidelines’ (RICS,
2012).
• These say that valuation of community benefit
is an important yet complex issue’ and that in
some situations non-monetary methodologies
will need to be adopted that sit alongside the
financial valuation.

Green Book
• ‘it may be applicable to use alternative, non-market
valuation methodologies where externalities exist
outside the market price mechanism and thus
cannot be allocated a direct monetary value
according to cost benefit appraisal’.
• Use of methodologies including inter alia wellbeing valuation, weighting and scoring models
based on multi-attribute methods such as Analytic
Network Processes.
• Annex 2 of the Green Book provides a number of
examples of where non-market valuation might be
adopted
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